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We will no
longer be using
the yellow
order cards.
Please cut out and
fill the order
sheets on the left
with your book
requests and
enclose them in
the canvas mailing
bags with your
books.
You can also call
us toll free at :
1-800-395-9144

or email us at
teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us

or
veronica.tapia@state.nm.us

with your
requests.
Let us know if
you need another
order sheet with
your next order.

CATEGORY CODES
What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will
give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category
will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.

Happy Reading!
ADV
AGY
ANI
ANT
ART
AUT
BIO
BLI
BUS
CAR
CKG
COM
CUR
DIT
DRA
EDU
ENV
FAM
FAN
FIC
FIN
GAM
GAR
GRA

Adventure
Anthology
Animals
Antiques/
Collectibles
Art/Architecture
Automotive
Biography/
Autobiography
African-American
Interest
Business/
Economics
Career/Jobs
Cooking
Computer
Current Events
Dictionary/
Thesaurus
Drama/Films/
Plays
Education
Environmental
Family/Marriage
Fantasy
General Fiction
Investments/
Personal Finance
Games/Puzzles
Gardening
Graphic Novels

HEA
HIF
HIS
HMR
HOB
HOL
HOR
HUM
JVE
JVI
JVP
JVY
LAN
LAT
LIF
LIT
LTC
MED
MLC
MOT
MOV
MUS
MYS
NAT
NEW
NTV
OCC
OCF

Health/Diet/Exercise
Historical Fiction
History
Home Repair/
Decorating
Hobbies/Crafts
Holidays
Horror
Humor
Juvenile/Ages 5-8
Juvenile/Ages 8-12
Juvenile/Preschool
Juvenile/Ages 13-18
Language
Latin Fiction
Lifestyle
Literature/Classics
Literature/
Contemporary
Medical
Multi cultural
Inspirational/
Motivational
Movie/TV Tie-In
Music/Dance
Mystery
Nature
New Age
Native American
Occult
Occult Fiction
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PAR Parenting/
Childbirth
PHI Philosophy
PHO Photography
POE Poetry
POL Politics
POP Popular Culture
PDY Psychology/
Self Help
REC Recovery
REF Reference/
General
REL Religious
RFL Reference/
Foreign Languages
ROM Romance
SCI Science
SEX Sexuality
SFF Science Fiction
SOC Sociology
SPA Spanish
SPO Sports/
Recreation
SUS Suspense
SW Southwest
TAX Tax Preparation
TRD Travel/Domestic
TRF Travel/Foreign
TRU True Crime
WES Western
WOM Women’s Studies
XMS Christmas

crumbling of the once-mighty car
industry, revealing the impact of this
crisis on workers and communities.

Adventure
ADV ` Crescent dawn
Cussler, Clive
LP-3852

General Fiction

NUMA director Dirk Pitt has a lot to
contend with, as newly discovered
Roman artifacts unnervingly connect
to the rise of a fundamentalist
movement, and to the existence of a
mysterious long-lost "manifest,"
which, if discovered again, just may
change the history of the world.

FIC ` Mothers & daughters
Bedford, Deborah

The blue hair ribbons her mother gave
her as a child saw Theia Harkin
McKinnis through hard times. In The
Hair Ribbons by Deborah Bedford,
Theia, facing the illness that took her
mother, longs to find the missing
ribbons for her own daughters. In
Unforgettable by Linda Goodnight,
Carrie Martin has a wonderful life, a
loving husband, a sweet daughter, and
a feisty mother. But suddenly her mom
can't remember little things, then big
things.

Biography/Autobiography

BIO ` My song: a memoir
Belafonte, Harry

LP-3846

The popular singer and former
UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador shares
the story of his life and career, from
his impoverished childhood in Harlem
and Jamaica and his racial barrierbreaking career to his commitment to
numerous civil causes.

FIC ` Minding Frankie
Binchy, Maeve

LP-3886

Agreeing to care for the baby that a
terminally ill former girlfriend claims
is his, recovering alcoholic Noel turns
to a loving network of family and
friends for help until a social worker
attempts to place the baby in a foster
home.

Business/Economics

BUS ` Once upon a car: the fall
and resurrection of America's big
three auto makers--GM, Ford, and
Chrysler
Vlasic, Bill

LP-3862

LP-3847

A uniquely American story of success,
failure, and redemption documents the
1

FIC ` The lake of dreams
Edwards, Kim

coaching a small town high school
football team.

LP-3893

Returning home from Japan to find
closure for her father's unresolved
death a decade earlier, Lucy discovers
a cache of objects that reveals complex
family secrets.

FIC ` Leaving
Kingsbury, Karen

The Bailey Flanigan series begins with
Bailey leaving Bloomington for the
adventure of a lifetime. She has won an
audition for the ensemble of a Broadway
musical in New York City. She's
determined to take advantage of this
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, but is she
really ready to leave family and friends
for the loneliness of the city? And what
of Cody? His disappearance has her
worried about their future and praying
that their love can survive. In order to be
closer to his mother in jail, Cody takes a
coaching job in a small community
outside Indianapolis. New friends,
distance, and circumstances expose
cracks in his relationship with Bailey
Flanigan.

FIC ` Chosen
Hoffman, Chandra

LP-3866

Chloe Pinter, a Portland adoption
caseworker, becomes increasingly
involved in the lives of three couples,
two of whom are expecting babies and
one who is seeking to adopt, and must
deal with the aftermath when a baby is
kidnapped.
FIC ` Beyond Tuesday morning
Kingsbury, Karen

LP-3860

Three years after the terrorist attacks
on New York City, widow Jamie
Bryan pours her life into volunteer
work, and meets two very different
men who cause her to reevaluate her
grief.

FIC ` Longing
Kingsbury, Karen

LP-3856

While Bailey Flanigan gets closer to
her one-time Hollywood co-star,
Brandon Paul, Cody finds himself
much closer to a woman who seems to
better understand him and his new life,
but even so, never does much time go
by without Bailey and Cody
experiencing deep feelings of longing
for each other, longing both for the
past and for answers before they can
move forward.

FIC ` Learning
Kingsbury, Karen

LP-3854

LP-3855

Bailey Flanagan finds her life in New
York exciting as she grows closer to
becoming an actress and dancer but
feels something is missing since she is
separated from Cody Coleman, who is
2

FIC ` Benny & Shrimp
Mazetti, Katarina

and her hold upon her self-identity in
the face of darkly shrouded secrets
from her past.

LP-3875

Two middle-aged misfits and a love
that should not be as complicated as it
seems. "Shrimp," the childless young
widow and librarian with a sharp
intellect and a home so tidy that her
jam jars are in alphabetical order,
meets Benny, the gentle, overworked
milk farmer who fears becoming the
village's Old Bachelor. Both driven by
an enormous longing and loudly
ticking biological clocks, they can't
escape the powerful attraction between
them.

FIC ` Chasing the sun
Peterson, Tracie

Desperate for help after assuming
responsibility for her younger siblings
and the ranch that her missing father
recently acquired on the Texas plains,
Hannah Dandridge forms an uneasy
truce with wounded soldier William
Barnett, who is desperate to regain his
family's land, the ranch that Hannah is
struggling to keep running.

FIC ` The sword
Morris, Gilbert

Historical Fiction
LP-3845
HIF ` Queen of Palmyra

In a Civil War-era romance and
adventure, well-to-do Clay Tremayne
learns more than fighting tactics while
serving under Confederate commander
Jeb Stuart, and he tries to change his
reckless ways to convince a beautiful
but wary Chantel Fortier of his sincere
affection for her.

Gwin, Minrose

LP-3864

As she spends more and more time at
the home of her grandparents' maid,
Zenie, in the segregated South of the
1960s, Florence Forrest develops a
sense for how race truly divides her
town, but nothing prepares her for the
tragedy that occurs after Zenie's niece,
a vibrant college student, comes to stay
for the summer.

FIC ` Mudwoman
Oates, Joyce Carol

LP-3892

LP-3895

Explores the high price of success in
the life of one woman, the first female
president of an ivy league university,
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HIF ` All the flowers in Shanghai
Jepson, Duncan

HIS ` The immortal life of
Henrietta Lacks

LP-3900

Skloot, Rebecca

A young Chinese woman plots revenge
after being forced into a cruel arranged
marriage in 1930s Shanghai as the
entire country becomes gripped in a
growing call for revolution.

LP-3850

Documents the story of how scientists
took cells from an unsuspecting
descendant of freed slaves and created
a human cell line that has been kept
alive indefinitely, enabling discoveries
in such areas as cancer research, in
vitro fertilization and gene mapping.

History
HIS ` Voyagers of the Titanic:

Literature/Classics

Davenport-Hines, Richard LP-3867
Published to coincide with the 100th
anniversary of the sinking of the
Titanic, a brilliantly written history,
accompanied by black-and-white
photos, focuses on the passengers and
illuminates the heroism, sacrifice, hope
and love that emerged from this
tragedy.

LIT ` Emma
Austen, Jane

Emma Woodhouse is the charming,
artful heroine of Jane Austen's widely
loved satiric novel of manners. With
her time consumed by nothing but the
care of her indulgent father, Emma
amuses herself by arranging the lives
of others the way she sees fit. The
disastrous consequences of her
meddling eventually lead Emma to see
the folly of her ways.

HIS ` A train in winter
Moorehead, Caroline

LP-3861

LP-3858

Combining original sources, archival
research and in-depth personal
interviews, this riveting narrative
follows the 230 women of the French
Resistance who, imprisoned by the
Gestapo outside of Paris, turned to
each other, finding solace and strength
in friendship.
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killer could be anyone. And a ragtag
collection of thugs and psychos‚ not to
mention the FBI‚ are all looking for a
photograph the dead man was
supposed to be carrying.

Mystery
MYS ` Dire threads
Bolin, Janet

LP-3853

When Mike Krawbach, the town's
corrupt commissioner who keeps
denying her renovation plans, is found
dead in her yard, Willow Vanderling,
Threadville's newest outspoken
resident, becomes the prime suspect
and must unravel a tangled mystery to
clear her name.

MYS ` A killing in antiques
Moody, Mary

While at Brimfield, the largest
antiques and collectibles show in all of
New England, Lucy St. Elmo stumbles
upon the dead body of a longtime
friend and must search for clues amidst
the collectibles.

MYS ` A brush with death
Duncan, Elizabeth

LP-3876

MYS ` Cat telling tales

In the Welsh cottage she inherited
from schoolteacher Emma Teasdale,
Penny Brannigan discovers a package
of letters that reveal Emma's lesbian
affair with a Liverpool artist who was
killed in a suspicious hit-and-run
accident.

Murphy, Shirley R.

LP-3877

When a suspicious fire leaves a 12year-old boy homeless and the body of
his alcoholic elderly guardian is
discovered in the smoldering ruins, Joe
Grey and his P.I. posse follow a trail
that leads to a scam involving a group
of shady real estate agents.

MYS ` Explosive eighteen
Evanovich, Janet

LP-3884

LP-3880

MYS ` Whack 'n' roll

Before Stephanie can even step foot
off Flight 127 Hawaii to Newark‚
she’s knee deep in trouble. Her dream
vacation turned into a nightmare‚ and
she’s flying back to New Jersey solo.
Worse still‚ her seatmate never
returned to the plane after the L.A.
layover. Now he’s dead‚ in a garbage
can‚ waiting for curbside pickup. His

Oust, Gail

LP-3871

The sixty set at Serenity Cove Estates
in South Carolina certainly knows how
to keep active. When not playing
bunco or putting the greens, they are
gossiping, and where there’s gossip,
there’s a party. So it’s no surprise that
when Kate McCall and her fellow
5

Bunco Babes come across a
dismembered arm during a golf game,
the rumors, and excitement, surely
follow. So they decide to roll out their
own investigation.

Banks' daughter, Tracy, who becomes
the hostage of a devious psychopath.

MYS ` Assassins at ospreys

Kelly Flynn, member of the Fort
Conner, Colorado House of Lambspun
knitters, unravels the clues after a
fellow knitter's real estate client is
murdered.

Raichev, R. T.

MYS ` Unraveled
Sefton, Maggie

LP-3872

When one of mystery writer Antonia
Darcy's admiring readers, Bee
Ardleigh, becomes over friendly,
Antonia finds it just a bit of a bore, but
when she and husband Major Hugh
Payne are persuaded to visit Bee at
Millbrook House, they begin to
suspect it's something more sinister.

MYS ` The forgotten affairs of
youth
Smith, Alexander McCall LP-3881
Approached by a visiting Australian
philosopher for help in finding her
biological father, Isabel reluctantly
agrees to take the case, which is
complicated by her young son's
demanding interest in kites, her
housekeeper's questionable financial
advisor and ongoing doubts about her
engagement to Jamie.

MYS ` Nine for the devil
Reed, Mary

LP-3896

When the grief-stricken Emperor
Justinian is unconvinced his wife has
died from disease, John, Lord
Chamberlain investigates the death of
Empress Theodora in 548
Constantinople while also attending to
his pregnant daughter and dying
servant.

MYS ` So pretty it hurts
White, Kate

LP-3898

Accepting an invitation to spend the
weekend at a music mogul's house in
upstate New York with her friend
Jesse, Bailey Weggins, a true crime
journalist for a leading celebrity
magazine, finds her relaxing getaway
turning into a murder mystery when
supermodel Devon Barr is found dead.

MYS ` Bad boy
Robinson, Peter

LP-3889

LP-3868

Detective Inspector Annie Cabbot,
partner to Detective Chief Inspector
Alan Banks, uncovers a plot involving
6

MYS ` Darker than any shadow
Whittle, Tina

priest to restore his home, an effort
complicated by mysteries about the
woman's identity and the Black
Demon's agenda.

LP-3894

Tai Randolph pushes up her sleeves
and comes to her best friend Rico's
defense after one of his fellow poets is
murdered. Her boyfriend Trey wants
her off the case immediately. So does
Rico. Every poet in Atlanta has a
secret, it seems, and one of them is
willing to kill to keep it quiet.

ROM ` Tears of the renegade
Howard, Linda

Young widow Susan Blackstone has
held her own, running a business
empire and winning the affections of
her late husband's family. Until the
black sheep of the family, Cord
Blackstone, returns for a showdown
against the family who robbed him of
his birthright.

Religious
REL ` Jesus:
Swindoll, Charles R.

LP-3901

LP-3870

Continuing his acclaimed Great Lives
from God's Word series, pastor and
teacher Swindoll offers practical
insight and spiritual inspiration from
the Gospel accounts on the life of
Christ. Discover anew the power of
Jesus' miracles, parables, death, and
resurrection in this theologically rich,
historically accurate account.

ROM ` Till there was you
Kurland, Lynn

LP-3874

Zachary Smith is finished with highmaintenance women, impossible
clients, and paranormal adventures. He
wants an ordinary life for happilyever-after with a fresh-faced girl next
door. Then he walks through a
doorway into a different century, and
things don't turn out quite the way he
planned.

Romance
ROM ` The valcourt heiress
Coulter, Catherine

ROM ` The next always

LP-3890

Roberts, Nora

Returning home from the king's
service, Baron Wareham finds his
castle nearly destroyed by the elusive
Black Demon and teams up with the
illegitimate but educated daughter of a

LP-3857

Olivia tries to reconstruct in detail the
night her mother, a member of the
Hollywood elite, was murdered.
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ROM ` Betrayal
Steel, Danielle

friendships as they each prepare their
teams for victory.

LP-3873

Her idyllic life shattered by her
handsome boyfriend's infidelity,
renowned movie director Tallie Jones
also discovers that one of her closest
associates has been stealing from her
for years, a situation that compels her
to partner with a dashing FBI agent to
identify a hidden enemy.

Suspense
SUS ` Phantom
Bell, Ted

When a Russian sub in the Caribbean is
hijacked, American anti-ballistic missiles
explode in their silos and a USAF F-15
launches sidewinder missiles at an
aircraft it was meant to protect,
counterspy Alex Hawke and his M16
colleague Ambrose Congreve are sent in
to investigate.

Sports/Recreation
SPO ` When the garden was Eden:
Araton, Harvey

LP-3849

SUS ` Micro

Drawing on extensive research and
interviews, a renowned sportswriter
brilliantly recreates the golden age of
the New York Knickerbockers during
the 1960s and early 1970s, revealing
the lives of the men who forged its
legacy.

Crichton, Michael

LP-3885

Presents the story of a group of
graduate students who accept work
with a mysterious biotech company in
Hawaii only to be abandoned in a
treacherous wilderness when they
discover their employer's dark agenda.

SPO ` War room: Bill Belichick
and and the art of building the
perfect team
Holley, Michael

LP-3897

SUS ` The blind spy
Dryden, Alex

LP-3848

LP-3891

When Burt Miller of Cougar, the
powerful private intelligence company
that overshadows the CIA, discovers
Russia's plans to destroy the Ukraine's
independence, he calls upon Anna
Resnikov to run interference, pitting
her against a gifted and unusual KGB
spy.

A sports commentator follows the head
coaches of three NFL teams, the
Kansas City Chiefs, the Atlanta
Falcons and the New England Patriots,
through the entire 2010 season,
exploring the personal connections and
8

SUS ` Reckless
Gross, Andrew

he first met Eve Duncan, he never
expected to fall in love with a woman
whose life would be defined by her
dual desires to bring home her missing
daughter and discover the truth behind
her disappearance, no matter how
devastating. With the help of CIA
agent Catherine Ling, they make a
shocking discovery that sheds new
light on young Bonnieâ€™s abduction
and puts Quinn squarely in the
crosshairs of danger. Eveâ€™s first
love, John Gallo, a soldier supposedly
killed in the line of duty, is very much
alive, and very much a threat.

LP-3863

Investigating the murder of a close
friend, private security investigator Ty
Hauck discovers that a seemingly
unrelated series of events, including
the sudden bank transfers of millions
of dollars, point to a reckless plot that
could damage national security.
SUS ` The Judas gate
Higgins, Jack

LP-3883

When British intelligence receives a
recording of terrorist voices during an
Afghanistan ambush in which several
soldiers and a medical team were
killed, Sean Dillon is put in charge of
an ensuing investigation to hunt down
the attack's traitorous European
commander.

SUS ` The wolf gift
Rice, Anne

A young reporter on assignment is
attacked and bitten by an unknown
beast in rural Northern California and
begins a terrifying but seductive
transformation into a being with a dual
nature, both man and wolf.

SUS ` Judgment and wrath
Hilton, Matt

LP-3865

Former military operative Joe Hunter
steps in to save Marianne and her
millionaire boyfriend, Bradley, from a
contract killer on the hunt for them in
the Florida swamplands.

SUS ` Altar of Eden
Rollins, James

LP-3869

Pregnant veterinarian Lorna Polk,
along with U.S. Marshall Jack Menard,
risks everything to unravel the mystery
of a smuggler's cache of mutated
animals, a puzzle that involves fractal
intelligence, stem cell research, and a
secret history of the Book of Genesis.

SUS ` Quinn
Johansen, Iris

LP-3899

LP-3851

As a former Navy SEAL turned cop,
Joe Quinn has seen the face of evil and
knows just how deadly it can be. When
9

WES ` Revenge at Hatchet Creek

Western

Leslie, Frank
WES ` Gallows express
Brandvold, Peter

When he is rescued by Aubrey Coffin,
who, by saving him from a certain
death, becomes a target for lawless
desperadoes, half-white, half-Indian
Yakima Henry tries to save this
innocent woman from being caught in
the cross fire.

LP-3882

As the Tierney gang wreaks bloody
havoc in Trinity Ridge, former deputy
marshal Gideon Hawk decides to take
action but gets some resistance from a
stubborn schoolmarm and some shady
businessmen.
WES ` Cotton's war
Dunlap, Phil

LP-3878

When Virgil Cruz and his gang kidnap
the woman he loves and threaten to kill
her if he interferes with their plans,
Sheriff Cotton Burke turns to Memphis
Jack Stump, the only man he trusts to
infiltrate Cruz's gang, for help.
WES ` The eagles legacy
Johnstone, William W.

LP-3887

LP-3879

After Duff MacAllister saves a young
woman outside a pub in the Scottish
Highlands, he becomes marked for
death and flees to America to start a
new life with his American cousins,
but his hopes for a fresh start are
dashed when his enemies find him.
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Friendly Tips/Notes:

1. Please DO NOT throw away sheets of paper that are enclosed with your
books. It has your due date information on it. We are no longer stamping
the due dates on the inside cover of the books. Instead, we are enclosing a
sheet of paper that has a list of titles checked out to you and their due
dates.
2. If you have several mailing bags with only a few books in each coming back
to us, you can put all books and any extra bags into the bigger bag and mail to
us. This will save on postage.
3. Please do not send empty mailing bags through the mail as each one is a
minimum charge of $2.36 per bag. This will also save on postage. If you just
have a slip of paper with your order in the bag, we suggest calling us toll free
or email us to place your order.
4. Please put your name or ID# on the white order sheets when sending them
back to us with your books. These sheets can get mixed up with other orders
when we are emptying bags and if there is no name, it is hard to match up the
order with the books. If there is a name on it, you are sure to get your order.
5. If you have not yet returned your updated registration form, please call
us to fill one out by phone.

If you would rather receive our quarterly catalog by email ONLY through a Word
attachment or would rather access it online at http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org, please
call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 and let us know. Thank you for using Books by
Mail.

Check out our new website:
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